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ABSTRACT

I The effect of various departure procedures of commercial
Jet transport aircraft on the noise produced on the ground
under the departure path are presented in this report.
Noise data at four measurement stations under the flight
path of Runway 13R at John F. Kennedy International Airport,
New York, were obtained from 300 aircraft departures.

I Four different classes of departure procedures, including
those specified by current airline operating practices,
are compared with the noise produced by a random set of
aircraft operations where the departure procedure was
unspecified.

Detailed radar observations of the aircraft flights,
operational informaticn reported by pilots flying specified
procedures, and the measured noise data on all flights
observed were used in evaluating the various departure
procedures.

The study shows that implementation of a proposed departure
procedure could reduce the noise levels on the ground under
Jet transport takeoffs by as much as 8 PNdB as compared
to the noise produced by existing procedures.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUJMMPRY

Noise produced by aircraft in communities adjacent to
airports is one of the major problems facing the airline
industry today. Many millions of dollars have been spent
in research and development on means for quieting jet
engines. At the present time most aircraft being flown
by the airlines utilize either some foim of noise suppressor
on the turbojet engines or the quieter turbofan engines.
Little additional engine noise reducti on seems likely
within the present state of the art co 3idering engineering
knowledge and economic limitations. H )wever, since the
noise exposure under the takeoff path idJacent to airports
is directly dependent on the aircraft altitude and engine
power setting, it can be materially affected by the type
o2 departure procedure employed. The purpose of this study
is to evaluate whether or not changes in current departure
procedures would reduce the amount of noise produced on
the ground by jet aircraft.

The departure procedures specified by an airline are based
not only on aircraft manufacturers' pe.Cormance data, but
also on the particular philosophy employed by the airline
in determining the method by which it believes its aircraft
should be flown. Each airltne develops a recommended
procedure for each of the types of aircraft which it flies.
These procedures are part of the operational information
supplied to the pilot. While the pilot reserves the
prerogative of departing from the procedure for safety
reasons, or any other reason which he believes warranted,
he does, in general, attempt to follow the procedure
prescribed by his particular airline.

While many departure procedures are quite similar in nature
there are distinct differences in the procedures used by
various airlines. One of the goals of the study described
in this report is to evaluate the noise produced by
aircraft following the standard airline operating procedures
employed by a number of different airlines. A second goal
is to evaluate the noise produced by several alternate
procedures purported to provide less noise on the ground
than procedures presently in use. A description of the
specific departure procedures employed in this study is
provided in Appendix A. In summary, three basic classes of
procedures were employed:



Procedure 1: Those procedures which are employed by
individual airlines in normal operations at John F.
Kennedy International Airport in New York.

Procedure 4: A "minimum noise" procedure suggested by
the Federal Aviation Agency.

Procedures 7 and 8: Two procedures, similar in nature,
proposed by the Air Line P!'ots Association.

Noise data were obtained for the above procedures as well
as for a random selection of aircraft in which no particular
procedure wag specified. This latter group provides, in
effect, a control group which is indicative of the genera-
distribution of flight procedures and the noise thýy
produce during normal aircraft departures.

The measurements described in this report were acquired
in a community adjacent to Kennedy International Airport
in New York. Measurement stations were located at a number
of spots along the projection of Runway 13R. These
measurement locations span the oommunity between the airport
and the southern coast line of Long Island. The field
measurement stations used magnetic tape recording equipment
to obtain noise data. The tape recorded data were analyzed
to obtain the maximum perceived noise level in PNdB
occurring at the measurement stations during the aircraft
flyovers. Each aircraft observed during the field measure-
mert program had positional data available for its flight
path, derived either from a special radar being employed
by FAA as part of another study, or through photographic
observation of the aircraft from each of the measuring
stations.

The aircraft observed during the course of the study
consisted of two general clasaes:

1) Aircraft which were cooperatively participating in
the program.

2) Aircraft which were observed at random.

There were 50 participating aircraft designated by the
cooperating airlines: American Airlines, Eastern Airlines,
Trans World Airlines, United Airlines, and Pan American
Airways. The participating aircraft, by prior arrangement
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through FAA, the Air Line Pilots Association, and the
airlines Dispatch Offices flew one of the specified procedures.
As discussed in the description of the field measurement
program in Appendix B, the groumd measurement stations were
notified if an aircraft was participating in flying a
specific procedure. In addition, the pilot returned a log
after his departure in which he answered certain questions
concerning his conformance to the procedure which he intended
to fly. From a combination of Padar or photographic
observation and the pilot's report we were able to determine
how well the pilot adhered to that procedure. Further
information on engine types, power settings, takeoff gross
weight, etc. were also included in the pilots logs. For
the non-participating aircraft, i.e. those selected at
random, only positional and noise data were available.

The field experiment took place during the summer months of
1964, from the latter part of June to the middle of August.
During this period, over 300 aircraft were observed. Noise
data were obtained at from one to six staticns for each of
these aircraft. After analysis of the data, and screening
of the positional information, the noise data, and the
information on the aircraft and its procedures, the initial
set of data was reduced to measurements on 80 aircraft
following a specified procedure and 94 aircraft not following
a specified proceduve, A given flight was rejected if it
did not have nolae rneasurements for at least two or more
ground positions with accurate altitude data on the aircraft
during the flight. The final screening of the data resulted
In 154 individual noise measurements for the specified
procedure flights and 191 noise measurements on the non-
specified prccedure flights. A sammary of the altitudes and
perceived noise levels in PNdB for the reduced data employed
In the analyses described in this report is provided in
Appendix D.

The analyses of the data performed in this study are described
in Section IT of this report while the conclusions are
contained in Section II. In addition to the appendices
described above, Appendix C provides pertinent data on air-
craft types observed irtng the study, and Appendix E
describes the radar t: acking equipment and the analysis of its
data performed for this study; and Appendix F illustrates the
effect of noise level and duration on noise exposure from
Jet alrcraft departures.

-3-



UI. ANALYSIS OF DATA

Previous studies-/classify the noise producing characteristics
of commercial jet aircraft by separating the atrcraft
into two categories, i.e. those using turbojet engines
and those using turbofan engines. Within these two classes
of aircraft the major differences in noise produced on
the ground between one flight and another are functions of
two factors: altitude and power setting. The various
procedures used by different airlines differ fundamentally
in the amount of power utilized during various segments
of the departure and in the altitude attained over the
community.

In this study we have purposely chosen to analyze only
those flighcs in which the pilot attempted to make a
straight-out departure along the projection of Runway 13R.
Thus, power changes associated with a turning departure
have not been included in our analysis. In this section
we discuss the positional (altitude) data for each of the
specified procedures and for the non-specified procedures,
the noise data produced by the various flights, and the
performance information deducible from the radar tracks
of the aircraft departure paths.

A. Positional Data

In our analysis we have chosen to consider only the noise
data and positional information obtained for flights that flew
directly out from the airport, i.e. effectively over or near
stations A, B, C, and D. These four stations span the
community area from approximately one mile off the airport to
the coast line. The stations themselves are approximately one
mile apart. Station A corresponds very closely with the Port
of New York Authority monitoring station adjacent to the
Inwood Country Club. Station A is 900 feet to the side if the
prolongation of the centerline of the runway. Stations ý and
C were directly beneath the flight path. Station D was
located as close to the flight path as possible, under the
topography limitations of the area; it is positioned 1200 feet
to the side of the runway prolongation. The locations of
these stations ire indicaved on Fig. B-i in Appendix B.
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Both slant height and altitude data were obtained during the
field measurements by means of radar tracking and photographs.
Slant heights, i.e. the distance of closest approach of
the aircraft to the meaourement stations, could be dite.mined
directly from radar tracks and from photographs.
Altitudes could also be obtained directly from the radar,
but only from those photographs where the aircraft passed
directly overhead. Altitudes reported herein represent
the heights of the aircraft at the time of closest approach
to the individual measuring stations. Hence, an altitude
reported for Position A, for example, represents the
altitude of the aircraft at itL closest point of approach
to Position A. All slant height and altitude data used
in this analysis are provided in Appendix D. In this
section of the report we discuss the results of the analyses
of the altitude data only.

The altitude data for flights following each of the four
procedures considered in this analysis and for flights where
no procedure was specified are plotted in Figs. 1 through 5.*
In each figure the mean altitudes as well as the number of
samples available are noted for Stations A, B, C, and D.
Since every station was not able to obtain a noise
measurement for each flight, we have coded on the figures
those altitude data for which noise measurements are or
are not available. In computine the mean altitude for
each procedure we have included all altitude data points,
whether or not noise data were available.

A summary of the altitude data for the various departure
procedures is contained in Table I. This table lists the
mean altitude and the standard Zeviation computed for
data at each of the four measurement stations for Procedures
1, Ot 7, and 8 as well as for the data corresponding to
no specified procedures. Two sets of data are provided:
1) the mean altitude and standard d3viation for all observed
altitude data, and 2) the mean alt'.tude and standard
deviation for the altitude of tbso. flights for which
noise data were also available.

* The data shown in Fig. 2 for •-ocedure 4 represent data
for those flights which the rilots ingJ, nd the, iollowed
the procedure. Actually vez'y few of the points are
representative of a Procedure 4 departure.
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A.1 calculations employed later in the analysis of the
noise data for this study refer to the mean altitudes
at each ground measurement station for the various procedures.
Comparisons of the standard deviations of the altitudes
for the various procedures do not indicate a substantial
difference from one to the next. However, as can be observed
from the figures, a fairly broad range of altitudes was
observed for each set or data. The fact that standard
deviations are not substantially different from one procedure
to the next would indicate that, for those procedures where
limited altitude data are available, the actual distribution
for a large number of samples at those points might be
somewhat approximated, in terms of range of data, by the
type of distribution observed in Fig. 5 for non-specified
procedures, The significant element as far as the present
study is concerned is that the different procedures do
provide somewhat different mean altitudes at various points
along the flight path.

I Figure 5 provides some interesting insight on the rather
broad range in altitudes over the measurement stations of
aircraft departures selected at random, Figure 5 indicates
that, at any given point along the path, the altitude for
different aircraft departures can range from little more
than 500 feet to as much as 3700 feet. As will be indicated

* in the next section, this difference in altitude, combined
with differences in engine power settings, can amount to
a noise level range of as much as 25 PNdB or more.

B. Noise Data

In this analysis we are attempting to evaluate the noise on
the ground produced by aircraft flying directly over a series

i of measurement points spaced somewhat equi-distant along
the departure path. Since two of the four measurement points
(A and D) were not directly underneath the straight-out
flight path, and since, for various reasons, the aircraft
did not always fly precisely straight-out along the center-
line projection of the runway, minor corrections must be
applied to the measured noise data so that they represent
data for aircraft passing directly overhead.

All noise data have been adjusted to provide a "normalized"
perceived noise level in PNdB that corresponds to the actual
altitude of the aircraft at its point of closest approach.

I
1 412-
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This adjustment has been performed by applying a correction
in PNdB for the difference between the aircraft altitude
and its slant height. This correction is obtained from
Fig. 6 which is a generalized plot of perceived noise level-i/.
versus-distance for turbojet and turbofan aircraft combined.- 1

An example of the kind of correction involved can be seen
from the following example:

Assume a meazured value of perceived noise level of 110
PNdB for an aircraft whose slant height is 1500 feet.
Assume the actual altitude of the aircraft at the point
of closest approach would have been 1300 feet. Reference
to Fig. 6 showa that a value of 110 PNdB at a distance
of 1500 feet would be equivalent to a value of 112 PNdB
at a distanct of 1300 feet.

The above procedure has been used to obtain "normalized"
PNdB for all noise data included in this study. The values
tyi-s obtained are listed in the data summary of Appendix D.
It is worth noting that this adjustment procedure in general
is of minor consequence with typical corrections being of
the order of zero to several decibels. The normalizing
procedure does, however, provide a consistent basis for
further analysis of the data, since the adjusted noise data
correspond to a condition where Stations A, B, C, and D are
located on the centerline extension of the runway and all
aircraft passed directly over all four stations.

The change in the distribution of perceived noise levels when
normalized, as compared to the actual observed values, can
be seen by a comparison of Figs. 7 and 8. Figuz: 7 shows
the distribution of measured PNdB (without any adjustment
for the difference between slant height and altitude). On
this figure the range of measured noise levels is 30 PNdB
at Station A, 42 PNdB at Station B, 29 PNdB at Station C,
and 35 PNdB at Station D. Adjustment of these noise levels
for the difference between the slant height and altitude
produces the distribution of normalized PNdB in Fig. 8. The
The contraction or closer packing of the PNdB data shows
clearly from this figure where the range at Station A is
now reduced to 24 PNdB, at Station B to 28 PNdB, at Station C
to 19 PNdB, and at Station D to 28 PNdB. Thus Fig. 9 is a

* Air attenuation included in the derivation of this curve
complies with the SAE Recommended Practice2/.
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good indication of the range of noise levels which would be
observed if all aircraft flew directly over the measurement
stations. Some data points have been dropped between
Figs. 7 and 8 where inadequate altitude or slant height
data did not permit a reliable adjustment in PNdB to be
made.

The various procedures employed by the airlines specify
altitudes for transitions in power setting, aircraft
configuration, rate of climb, and speed. For a given power
setting the pilot can trade rate-of-climb for acceleration
in forward speed. His ability to do this is generally a
function of the gross weight of the aircraft. Before
proceeding with further analysis of the noise data we
questioned whether or not the variation in gross weights of
the aircraft influenced the broad range in observed altitudes
for the different procedures. One hypothesis might be that,
if all pilots followed precisely the same rate of climb and
power setting procedure, then differences in altitude would
be related to differences in gross weights of the aircraft.
If this were shown to be true, then a correction would have
to be applied to the data to minimize the effect of weight
on the evaluation of the procedures.

We attempted to test this hypothesis by examining the relation-
ship between altitudes and gross weights. For each of the
specified procedures, takeoff gross weights were available.
On the basis of rated maximum gross weights listed in
Appendix C, we have converted the actual gross weight data
to percent of maximum gross weight. We then plotted altitude3
observed at Position B versus percent of maximum gross weight
for aircraft following Procedures 1, 4, 7 and 8, as shown
in Fig. 9.

Examination of this figure shows that within each procedure
a wide range of altitudes for a given percent gross weight
is experienced. While such a range might be expected for
PrL, edure 1, in which several different airline procedures
were involved, one would expect that, for Procedures 4, 7,
and 8, where all pilots were supposedly following the same
type of procedure, aircraft with the about the same percent
gross weight would appear roughly at the same altitude. This
is certainly not the case. One can argue that the central
tendency within this grcuping of data would lead one to
conclude that the greater the weight of the aircraft, the

-18-



lower its altitude over Position B. However, th. variation
in the altitudes for a given percentage gross we.ght is far
more than might be expected. For a given percent gross
weight the altitude varies by a factor of two or more. On
the basis of this analysis we have assumed that variations in
pilot technique and engine power setting are more significant
in influencing the noise levels than variations attributable
to gross weight of the aircraft during takeoff.

Since turbojet aircraft, in general, produce about 5 PNdB
more noise than turbofan aircraft at the same altitude and
comparable power settings, the available noise data were
separated into two classes, those produced by turbojets, and
those produced by turbofans. Further, it is of interest to
consider when, and to what extent, aircraft taking off from
Kennedy International Airport generally utilize a power
cutback when flying over the community. For example, certain
airlines follow a procedure whereby a power cutback is
initiated prior to the PNYA monitoring station located
approximately at Station A. These aircraft maintain the
power cutback until clear of the monitoring station (approxi-
mately Station B), then may resume power. Other procedures
call for reductions in power at various points in the
departure procedure.

An indication of the extent of these power cutbacks for either
turbojet or turbofan aircraft is contained in Figs. 10 and 11.
In Fig. 10 the maximum PNdB observed at Station B are plotted
as a function of altitude for turbojet aircraft flying non-
specified procedures. The shaded section on the curve
indicates the •pected range of noise levels for jet J$rcraft
:.f they maintaigtakeoff power during their departure_/.
As can be seen from the figure, a large number of the measured
values fall below the takeoff power curve, indicating that
power cutbacks are in effect, at least in the vicinity
of Station B. It is of interest to note that in some cases,
this citback has reduced the noise levels produced with takeoff
power by as much as 20 PNdB. Figure 11 provides a similar
set of data for turbofan aircraft in the non-specified
procedure category as observed at Station B. While it is
generally true that one does not expect a significant lowering
of noise as a result of cutting back the power on a turbofan
engine, as contrasted to a turbojet engine, this figure does
indicate that in some instances as much as a 10 PNdB
reduction in noise level has been realized by turbofan air-
craft through power cutback procedures.

-19-
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C. Radar Data

Data from the radar tracks of aircraft departures have been
employed, as noted above, to determine altitudes and slant
heights. In the course of the analysis it was observed in
many instances that aircraft, presumably following a stable
power setting with a stabilized rate of climb, produced
abnormal noise levels compared to what would have been
expected if the aircraft had actually followed the procedure
described. Careful study of the radar tracks for these
aircraft revealed reasons why the noise levels would not be
as expected. Figures 12 through 17 give an indication of
the type of departures that were experienced for different
kinds of procedures for different kinds of aircraft. The
figures show altitude as a function of distance from the
start of takeoff roll as obtained from computer processing
of the radar data. Also shown on the figures are the
locations for Stations A, B, C, and D (as if they were located
directly under the path), along with the corresponding
normalized PNdB values.

Study of the radar data provides insight on one of the major
difficulties encountered in this program. Procedure 4, as
described in Appendix A, implies that once over the noise
sensitive area, the pilot was to maintain a constant power
setting and a constant rate of climb. In not one instance
did any of the pilots follow the procedure completely
throughout the flight. If a constant power setting had
been maintained, once the power cutback was performed, the
noise levels at Stations B, C, and D would have gradually
decreased as the aircraft gained altitude. For example,
examine Fig. 12. At first glance the pilot seems to have
followed the procedure which oalls for a power cutback
upon entering the community and a climb rate of a nominal
500 feet per minute. At Station A the noise level was
110 PNdB, while at Station B it was 91 PNdB. The altitude
trace then indicates that the pilot apparently applied
power shortly beyond Station B to increase his rate of climb,
then reduced it again to stabilize back at 600 feet per
minute. The increase in power, although of short duration,
resulted in a noise level of 104 PNdB at Station C instead
of approximately 89 or 90 PNdB which would have been
observed if the power setting and climb rate which was
established initially had been maintained. Thus, the
observed noise levels at C and D were about 14 PNdB higher
than would have been experienced if the engine power had not
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been changed. The fact that the pilot altered his flight
conditions just prior to the coastline is clear from his
leveling out to utilize his power for acceleration. The
resulting noise produced at Station D was 101 PNdB instead
of approximately 88 PNdB which would have been produced
if the pilot had maintained his rate of climb and power
setting for another half mile.

Figure 13 illustrates another instance where a slight
adjustment of power setting produced a much higher noise
level than would be experienced otherwise. The pilot
followed the procedure up through Station B, producing 109
PNdB at Station A, and, after his power cutback, 93 PNdB at
Station B. The trace indicates that a slight decrease in
rate of climb was experienced which the pilot compensated
for by a slight adjustment in the throttle to regain his
previous rate of climb. This throttle adjustment resulted
in an increase of noise level at Stations C and D of 8 PNdB
over that at B, instead of a reduction of several PNdB.
Thus, noise levels 10 PNdB higher than necessary were caused
at Stations C and D because of the throttle adjustment.

The pilot whose flight is shown in Fig. 14 followed the
procedure carefully until he got between Stations C and D,
at which time he proceeded to make a throttle adjustment
similar to those indicated previously and increised his
noise level slightly over that at Station C. Htwever, the
reduction in noise levels from Station A to Station C
is significant, 22 PNdB. This is an indication of the amount
of noise reduction that can be obtained through use of a
procedure of this nature if no throttle adjustments are
applied.

The flight indicated in Fig. 15 is typical of one in which
the pilot experienced difficulty in following Procedure 4,
even thoug he stated that he had rollowed it. This
particular flight shows several stages of rate of climb
rather than the single climb rate called for in the procedure.
It's clear that the pilot did not adhere to his initial
power reduction and rate of climb. He increased his rate
of climb, then decreased it, and then increased it again.
Accordingly, the noise data were of relatively little value
in indicating the noise levels which a proper Procedure 4
would yield.
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An example of the "Test Able" procedure in which the pilot
uses a power cutback prior to passing over Station A, with
a resumption of power when clear of the station, is shown
in Fig. 16. In this particular instance the pilot did
not perform his cutback quite as soon as he might, since
he produced approximately 114 PNdB at Station A. However,
the power cutback he did use reduced his noise level by
20 PNdB by the time he had reached Station B. it is
interesting to note that he still had a climb rate of better
than 1400 feet per minute during this operation. Shortly
after clearing B, the pilot increased his power to produce
a much higher climb rate. This increase in power yielded
noise levels of 104 PNdB at Station C, and 102 PNdB at
Station D.

A further example of an aircraft following a n'rmal airline
procedure is shown in Fig. 17. In this particular example
the pilot, with a heavily laden aircraft, was to perform
a power cutback on approaching Station A, and then resume
his climb power at a later point. In this instance the pilot
did not cut back soon enough, with a resultant noise level
of 120 PNdB at Station A, and some reduction at Station B --
to 113 PNdB. The altitude plot indicates that the pilot
recognized that he had not cut back sufficiently, so he cut
back even further, to the point of losing altitude,
resulting in 106 PNdB at Station C. Having felt he was
close to clearing the populated area, the pilot then proceeded
to increase power again to his normal rate of climb. This
increase in power increased his noise level so that he
produced 114 PNdB at Station D.

Examination of many of the other radar traces indicates very
clearly that the power cutback associated with the Test Able
procedure often occurs after the Station A position, and Just
prior to Station B. ThF"Mlction in noise levels expected
at Station A is not nearly as significant, accordingly, as
it is at Station B. One of the other illustrations provided
by the radar traces is that often aircraft following this
procedure will not only decrease the rate of climb, but will
often cut back power sufficiently so that they lose altitude
for as much as a half a mile before they resume power to
regain their altitude.

One additional observation from the radar traces is that
almost without exception, all aircraft do reduce power to some
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degree over the noise sensitive areas; however they
invariably increase power, and hence the noise levels,
before reaching the coastline. This is further illustrated
by examination of the noise data in Fig. 8 where the noise
levels at Station D are averaging approximately 6 PNdB more
than those at Station C. This figure supports the
conclusion that the pilots are adding pc.er at about the
time they approach the coastline, forgetting that adding
power at this point will produce much higher noise levels
on the ground after the aircraft passes overhead because
of the directi-v-iypattern of the Jet noise field. Holding
the power cutback for another half mile or more would
minimize the inrcreased noise level conditions near the
coastline.

D. Comparison of Procedures

The data acquired in this study and the analyses described in
this section permit us to compare the various procedures
and draw certain conclusions on their capability to minimize
noise produced on the ground during takeoff operations. The
ranges of noise levels, coupled with the relatively similar
variances in altitude around the mean altitude for each of
the procedures, at each of the stations, suggests that a
valid approach to evaluating the procedures is to compare
directly their mean noise levels.

For Procedures 1, 7 and 8 the pilots' reports and the radar
traces lead us to accept essentially all data from these
procedures as being valid for the procedural class specified.
On the other hand, the data for Procedure 4 do not indicate
that a sufficient number of pilots followed the procedure
completely as specified so that little of the observed data
beyond Station A can be used meaningfully. Even at Station A
only about half of the observed noise levels indicate that a
power cutback was employed in accordance with Procedure 4.
Typical examples of ron-ce'formance with Procedure 4 have
been illustrated abov. To arrive at suitable mean values
of noise levels for Procedure 4 at Stations B, C, and D, it
has been necessary to estimate these values from the data
at Station A and from data on individual flights at
individual stations where the aircraft appeared to be follow-
ing the procedure, as indicated by the radar traces and the
normalized PNdB values.
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The estimation o.. mean noise levels for Procedure 4 was
performed as folJows. We examined the noise data at Station A
to determine which PNdB values were representative of flights
that followed the procedure. Based on this determination
we then examined the radar traces and the noise data at
Station B to select those flights which were following the
procedure over Station B. These data were then assumed to
apply for these two positions. We next assumed, as called
out in the procedure, that the aircraft wculd have been
climbing at a normal rate of 500 feet per minute from
Station A past Station D. Utilizing this rate of climb
information we calculated the average change in altitude
between Stations B and C, and Stations C and D. Assuming
that the engine power over Stations C and D would be the
same as that existing over Station B, we calculated the change
in perceived noise levels that would result from the change in
altitude only, based on Fig. 6. These changes in noise level
were then used to extrapolate the noise levels at Station B
to Stations C and D. In all instances there are sample
flights during which the pilot followed the procedure for at
least two points along the path so that we verify that such
noise levels were achieved during that part of the flight.

A summary of the mean perceived noise levels in PNdB for
the different procedures and for the non-specified departures
is provided in Table II-A. The estimated noise levels at
each of these stations, if takeoff power had been maintained
continually over the flight path, and the aircraft were at
the mean altitude indicated for the non-specified procedural
path, have also been listed in Table II-A. In each instance
the data have been separated into turbojet and turbofan
aircraft categories.

To assist in eomparison of the various procedures the
differences in PNdB between the various specified procedures
and the non-specified departures, at each of the four
stations, is shown in Table II-B. The table also indicates
the difference in PNdB between the non-specified departures
and the values estimated for continuous takeoff power.
The average of the differences in PNdB between the various
procedures and the non-specified procedures are given in the
last columns of the table. It is worth observing that all
procedures, as well as the random selection of departures with
no specified procedure, show an average noise reduction com-
pared to the takeoff power condition of the order of 5 PNdB.
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TABLE Ii

COMPARISON OF PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS UNDER
TAKEOFF PATH FOR SEVERAL DEPARTJRE PROCEDURES

A) Mean Perceived Noise Level in PNdB

Station A Station B Station C Station D
Procedure Jet Fan Jet Fan Jet Fan Jet Fan

1 114 104 108 97 104 1 96 107 98
4 105 100 95 94 93 92 91 90
7 108 101 104 97 103 96 102 96
8 111 109 103 103 102 102 105 101

No Spec. 113 109 105 103 97 95 104 99
T.o. Power

(Est.) 113 108 111 1o6 lO8 105 109 105

B) Difference in PNdB Between Specified Procedures and Non-
Specified Departures

Station A Station B Station C Station D Avg. of Diff.
Proc. Jet Fan Jet FanJet I Fan JetI Fan JeEt Fan

1 +1 -5 +3 -6 +7 +1 +3 -1 + -.4 -3-3 -9 -:5 :9 -1 1 6 +1 -2 -3 -0.5 -4.0
-2 0 -2 0 +5 +7 +1 +2 +0.5 +2.3

T.O.
Power
(Eat. 0 -1 +6 +3 +11 +10 +5 +6 +5.5 +4.5

C) Difference in PNdB Between Various Procedures and
Procedure 4

Station A Station B Station C Station D Avg. o Diff.
Proc. Jet Fan Jet" PFan Jet a 3e Fan --Jet "Fan

1 +9 +4 +13 +3 +11 +4 +16 +8 +12.3 +4.8
7 3 +1 +9 +3 +10 +4 +i1 +6 +8-3 +3.5

+9 + +9 +9 +10 +14 +11 +9.3 +9.8
No

Spec. +8 +9 +10 +9 +4 +3 +13 +9 +9.3 +7.5
T.O.
Power
(Est.) +8 +8 +6 +12 +15 +13 +18 +15 +11.8 +12.0
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These data indicate that, if Procedure 4 is followed
completely, it provides a substantial noise reduction
over the cther specified procedures and over the averagevalues of the non-specified procedures. To illustrate
the relative differences between these procedures and

Procedure 4,the PNdB differences are summarized in Table II-C.

Computations of statistical variance were performed for all
normalized PNdB values for each set of procedures at each
of Stations A, B, C, and D where enough data were available.
These analyses showed standard deviations ranging from about
5 to 8 PNdBJ, with the exception of that for Procedure 1 at
Station B which was 11.8 PNdB. No substantial difference
was found, with this exception, among the variances in PNdB
at any of the stations for Procedures 1, 7, 8, and the non-
specified procedure data. No usable calculations could be
made for Procedure 4.

The much larger number of samples available for the non-
specified procedures leads us to believ, that it provides
a useful indication of the variance to L- expected in the
noise data from random takeoffs. For comparison of the
variance for all the useful noise data with that for the
non-specified procedure data we combined all of the data
at each measurement station to compute an overall standard
deviation at each station, giving proper weighting to the
sample sizes of each set of data. These standard deviations,
compared with those for the non-specified procedures, are
listed in Table III.

We conocude from these results that standard deviations of
from 5 to 8 PNdB are characteristic for noise levels at
points directly under the takeoff path in the vicinity of
an airport regardless of departure procedures employed.
It is worth noting that, on the basis of altitude variance
alone, only from 2 to 4 PNdB can be attributed solely to
altitude variations. Thus, as might be expected, the combined
effect of such Items as power setting, aircraft type, gross
weight, and pilot technique constitute a major component of
the variance in noise levels.
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TABLE III

STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF NOISE LEVEL IN PNdB
FOR NON-SPECIFIED PROCEDURES AND FOR ALL DATA

NON-SPECIFIED
PROCEDURES ALL DATA

Number of Standard Number of Standard
STATION Samples Deviation Samples Deviation

(N) (s) (N) (s)

A 57 5.8 105 6.1

B 77 7.6 134 7.7

C 19 5.7 31 7.6

D 38 5.7 63 5.2
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III. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the analysis and results described in the
previous section, we conclude the following:

1) The perceived noise levels associated with all
departure procedures being employed at Kennedy
International Airport today (which will be referred
to as the "control group")* average 5 PNdB less
over the noise sensitive communities than would be
produced by aircraft flying with full takeoff power.

2) Turbojet aircraft following procedures outlined by
the participating airlines (Procedure 1) produced
approximately 3.5 PNdB more noise than the average
of all turbojets in the control group. However,
turbofan aircraft following Procedure 1 produced
an average of 3.8 PNdB less than the average of
all turb.efan aircraft in the control group.

3) Turbojet aircraft following the Air Line Pilots
Association proposed procedures (Procedures 7 and 8)
provide a negligible average difference in noise
levels when compared with turbojet aircraft in the
control group. However, in the case of turbofan
aircraft, those following Procedure 7 yield a net
reduction in noise level of 4 PNdB compared with
turbofan aircraft in the control group, while those
following Procedure 8 produce approximately 2.3 PNdB
more noise than the control group.

4) Aircraft following an accurate Procedure 4 would
yield an average reduction in noise level in the
community of 7.5 PNdB for turbofans and 8.8 PNdB
for turbojets compared to the control group.

* In these conclusions we consider that the random sample
of non-specified departures are representative of all
departure operations at Kennedy International Airport
today. This sample includes essentially every jet aircraft
type and airline operating procedure employed at the air-
port and thus constitutes a control group against which
other operations can be compared.
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5) All aircraft procedures which include a power
cutback of some degree over some portion of the
noise sensitive are. permit the pilot to increase
power prior to departing the community. This
resumption of power produces an increase of 5 PNdB
to 10 PNdB over the noise levels that would be
experienced if the power cutback were maintained
until clear of the noise sensitive area.

6) Daring a power cutback condition, small increases
in the rate of climb brought about by increases in
engine power can increase the noise levels on the
ground as much as 10 to 15 PNdB more than would be
observed if the throttle setting had been r•aintained.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF DEPARrunE FROCEDURES

This appendix summarizes briefly the departure procedures

that were employed during this study.

Departure Procedure No. I

This procedure represents the normal departure procedure
as outlinedin Company Flight Manuals fr each airline. We
list below brief descriptione of some of the normal depar-
ture procedures for the airlines whose aircraft participated
in the majority of observations obtained during tho field
measurements. These descriptions are by no means complete
nor do they include all of the aircraft in use by each of
the airlines. They are included simply to give an in•!ication
of the types of departure procedures employed.

American Airlines - (707-123 B and 720 B Operating Manual)

After lift-off the aircraft accelerates to V + 20 kts.
After reaching 2000 ft the aircraft accelerates to
V + 50 kts. As soon as conditions permit the aircraft
a~celerates to normal climb speed (300 kts.).

Eastern Airlines -(Plight Manuals)

DC-8 - Takeoff power is maintained to 1000 ft at which
time the engine power is reduced to approximately 2.0 EPR.
At 2000 ft the power is reduced to climb power and the
aircraft accelerates to climb speed.

B707/BT20 - Takeoff power t. amloyed to 1000 ft at which
time the power is reduced to 2.1 EPR for the B720 and
1.9 EPP for the B707. At 2000 ft the power is reduced
to climb power and the aircraft accelerates to climb
speed.

B727 - Takeoff power is maintained to 1000 ft. Beyond
1000 ft maximum continuous power is employed; at 2000 ft
the aircraft accelerates to climb speed at the same power
setting.

Trans World Airline&

Noise abatem-nt departure procedure for all jet aircraft
is to employ takeoff power (at V2 + 10 kts.) until just
before reaching the "Test Able" site (Position A of this
study). Engine power is then reduced and maintained at
the rrduced rate until approximately 10 seconds L.,ond
"Test Able" Power is then resumed as necessary and the
normal departure is resumed.
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United Airlines

Aircraft climb at V2 + 10 kts. to 2000 ft at presumably
takeoff power. Aircraft then accelerates at presumably
reduced power.

XE Americac Airways

Aircraft climbs out at V• + 10 kts. and takeoff power.
At or Just before the critical noise area the engine
power is reduced to a specified amouni depending upon
the aircraft. Redced power is maintained for a to
10 seconds after passing the sound monitoring position;
engine power is then increased to rated thrust. If
aircraft is still ower the noise critical area, the
, ,ruea is increased Sraduelly as altitude is gained.

Devarture PMoo2r. Nf. 3
A normal takeoff will be made with a climb to 800 ft at
V2 + 10 kts. and 300 of flaps. At 800 ft, the speed will
be increa.4 to V + 20 kta., the flaps raised to 200, and
the power resucedo that necessary for 0 500 ft per
minute rate of n11hb.

Departure Procedure s. 4

Make normal takeoff and proceed as follows:

(A) C!imb at V2 + 10 kts. to o00 ft.

(B) Accelerate tu Vo k 20 kta. (B707/7t0 retract
flaps to 200) aJd maintain T.O. flap configura-
tion. (VS + 30 kta. if maneuvering is required).

(C) Maintain this conrfiguretion with T.O. power and
V + 20 kts, until Initial penetration of noise
sinsitlve area.

(D) Reduce climb gradient to that resuliing from
500 ft/min. Rate of climb, holding same a5.r-
speed and flap position.

(E) Maintain this configuration until
1. Noise sensitive area(s) are cleared,

or at least

2. 3000 ft altitude is reached, then

(F) Proceed according to normal (SOP) flight plan.
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Departure Procedure No. 7
(A) Normal takeoff and climb to 400 ft.

(B) Accelerate to maneuvering speed for following
flap configuration:
Boeing 7A7/720 200 (example: V2 + 30 kts.)
Convair bdO 200
DC-8 150
Boeing 727 15

(C) Continue climb at maneuve ing speed for above
flap configuration utilizing takeoff thrust
to 2000 ft.

(D) Proceed according to normal operating procedures.

Departure Procedure No. 8

(A) Normal takeoff and climb to 400 ft.

(B) Accelerate to maneuvering speed for following
flap configuration:

Boeing 7g/720 20o
Convair 0 200

DC..8 15 0
Boeing 727 15

(C) Continue climb at maneuvering speed for above
flap configuration utiliuing takeoff thrust
to 1000 ft.

(D) Reduce to climb thrust and continue climb at
maneuvering speed to 2000 ft.

(E) Proceed according to normal operating procedures.

Additional procedures were proposed by the Aviation
Development Council in New York in conjunction with FAA
representatives. Procedure 2 is the normal procedure
employed by TWA and PAA and thus is Procedure 1 for thes,!
airlines. Procedures 5 and 6 were not specified by any
airline during the test and were not requested to be
performed by FAA.
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF FIELD MEASUREMENT PROGRAM

The main purpose of the field measurement program was to
acquire sufficient noise and positional data to peratit
a satisfactory comparison of the noise exposure produced
by several "specified" departure procedures, not only
with each other but also with general departure proce-
dures in use today. J, F. Kennedy International Airport
was selected as the site of the measurements. It was
decided, in conjunction with the FAA, to obtain data at
serg-ral locations off the end of the runway at Kennedy
International Airport. To acquire the necessary data
on each of these several departure procedures that were
to be employed, as well as on a large number of departures
operating under no specified procedure, it was planned to
make three field trips of two to three days duration.
However, due to weather and coordination problems, four
trips of three to five days duration were eventually
necessary.

In this appendix we discuss the planning for the field
survey trips, list the equipment that was employed, and
go over in some detail the measurement procedures used
in the field and the manner in which the data were
reduced. Inherent in making simultaneous measurements
at several different locations are problems of communi-
cations and coordination which are also covered in this
appendix. Finally, a brief chronological summary of each
of the field trips is presented along with some recommenda-
tions for future measurements of a similar nature.

A. Plannina for the Surnves

Pollowing the selection of Kennedy International Airport
as the site of the measureuments, it was necessary to
decide how many runways were to be monitored. This
decision was influenced primarily by two considerations.
First. the problems of coordItiation and additional man-
hours associated with moving several measuring crows 'id

their equipment to different locations around the airport
suggested strongly that the number of runways to be
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monitored be kept to a minimum, and, if possible, to Just
one.

Secondly, it was fortuitous that at the time we were
planning this study the FAA was planning a series of
studies of traffic distribution by means of a modified
military radar. The FAA had already selected Kennedy
International Airport as the site of their first series
of measurements and made arrangements to provide continu-
ous positional data on the departures observed during
our study. The fact that the radar equipment could not
be easily shifted from location to location on the airport
also suggested that only one runway shouis! be selected
for the monitoring operation.

The selection of the runway was made Jointly with FAA
personnel since they had agreed to operate the radar
exclusively for us during our measurement survey periods.
The primary factor influencing the selection of the run-
way was the runway utilization during the summer months
since the surveys were planned for June and July. On the
basis of runway use information for this time period during
the previous several years, Runway 13R was chosen. Other
factors in its favor were bhat it is the iongest runway at
Kennedy International Airport and that a straight-line
extension of the runway passes through areas adjacent to
the airport best suited for making acoustical measurements.

To provide for efficient utilization of time in the field,
and to obtain the greatest number of departure observe-

tions in the shortest time, it was necessary to select
that part of the day best for monitoring operations on
Runway 13R. Thit runway usually becomes active during
these months aroand 11300 &.*. to 1200 noon. Based on a
study of takeoff traffic density on this runway! it was
decided to monitor takeoff operations from 12M0 noon to
8:00 p.m. on each of the survey days.

Initially, six measuring positions were chosen, four
approximately along the straitht-line extension of Runway
15R (Positions A, B C and D) and two about one mile to
the side of the patA (fositions 9 and F). These positions
are noted on Pig. B-1. Position A was located near the
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Port of New York Authority noise monitoring point since
tais is the portion of the community closest to the
airport and also the point at which some airlines reduce
puwer on takeoff. The othe•' locations were approximately
equally spaced from the start of the community to the
shoreline.

In selecting the measurement positions, care was also
taken to provide an open view of the aircraft during a
good part of the time they were in the vicinity of the
measurement station to provide ease in aircraft identifi-
cation and to prevent any acoustical shielding of the
aircraft noise. The measurement positions located one
mile to the side of the flight path (Positions E and F)
were originally chosen to provide monitoring at points
in the community other than just under the flight path.
Later these positions were replaced by Pos'tions J and
K located one-half mile to the side of the flight path.
However, Positions A, B, C, and D were maintained through-
out the entire survey.

In addition, a master station was positioned as shown in
Fig. B-i. The operator of this station was in contact
with the radar station, in full view of the airport, aid
was monitoring the tower radio. He was also in communica-
tion with the measuring stations and coordinated the
operations of the entire measurement survey. He would
notify the measuring crews when pa)'ticipating aircraft
were taking off and would also instruct them regarding
the monitoring of other operations.

B. Equipment

q complete data recording system was located at each of
the selected measurement positions, hch system was
operated by one man and consisted of the following items:

1) Bruel and Kjaer sound level meter, Model 2203

2) Bruel and Kjaer 1/2-inch microphone, Model 4133

3) Electrovoice polyfoam wind screen adapted for use
with 1/2-inch microphone
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4) Tripod for supporting the sound level meter

5) Bruel and Kjaer pistonphone calibrator,
Model 4220

6) Kudelski tape recorder, Model Nagra III

7) Shure microphone Model 98108 with "push-to-talk"
switch for annotating data

8) Pair of crystal headphones for data monitoring

9) Bulova Accutron Wristwatch

10) Portable table for supporting the measuring
equipment

11) 35-millimeter camera with telephoto lens (not at
all stations)

12) Data Log Book

13) Aircraft Identification Sheets

i4) Two-way radio to provide communication with
other stations. (Later replaced with operator's
telephone headset.)

A block diagram of the above equipment is shown in Fig. B-2.

There were a total of seven systems assembled, one for
each measuring station and a 3pare to replace any mal-
functioning equipment, Bach system was carefully cali-
brated before each field trip, and equalized so that all
of the data could be played back on one master data re-
duction machine. The frequency response of each system
was withia +1.5 dB from 40-12000 cps when played back on
the master data reduction machine. Field calibration was
performed with the pistonphone calibrator at least once
during each lata reels To check further on the stability
of the measuring system, the internal calibration of the
sound level meter was recorded several times throughout
each reel of tape.
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FIGURE 8-2. DATA RECORDING SYSTEM 1OR AIRCRAFT NOISE
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C. Measurement Procedure

The basic measurement procedure was for each station to
record on magnetic tape those flyovers prescribed by
either the master station or Position A. Selection of the
flights to be monitored was based on whether the pilot
was flying one of the proposed takeoff procedures, or
whether the aircraft flight path appeared to be a straight-
line extension of the runway. Before adequate communica-
tions were available between measurement positions, moni-
toring personnel were instructed to record all flyovers.
Flyovers were identified, insofar as possible, by airline,
type of aircraft, and an accurate account of the time the
aircraft passed over the measuring station. This informa-
tion was tabulated on a log sheet, a sample of which is
shown in Fig. B-3.

Although many of the field crew had made measurements in
the field previously, a detailed operating procedure was
provided so that data acquisition would be uniform at all
stations, thus simplifying the task of data reduction. In
this regard trial field measurements were performed adja-
cent to Logan International Airport in Boston. This was
done both to familiarize the persornel with the specific
measuring equipment to be employed, and to check out the
measuring procedure itself and make improvements as
necessary,

The detailed measurement procedures given to each person
recording data were as follows:

SET UP A10D OPERATING PROCEDURE

Set U

1. Set up evuipment as shown in block diagram with
souna level metor vertical, Make sure tape speed
is 15 ipos. During calibration sound level meter
should be beside tape recorder. During measure-
ments sound level meter should be at least 10 to
15 feet from car, in an open area, away from build-
ings or other obstructions.
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2. Check batteries in tape recorder (switch to
playback) and SEN. If in doubt, replace

I batteries.

3. Thread tape recorder.

4. Fill in information required on back of tape reel
-ox •and top of data log sheet.

t 5. Switch tape recorder to "TEST."

6. Activate push-to-talk microphone and test for
Itape recorder dB meter reading. Should read

about -10 to -20 dB with ra.!sed voice.

7. Switch tape recorder to "HI-FI RECORD" and talk
in material on back of tape reel box,* with aldi-
tional comments about the weather or any informa-
tion which you feel may affent the data. Give
name in place of initials, Switch tape recorderto TEST.

i Calibrat ion**

8. Turn on sound level meter to "SLOW METER" and
I "LIN. "

9. Switch attenuator to 100 dB, making sure CLEAR
KNOB is full clockwise, and place calibrator
gently over minrophone. Turn calibrator on and
monitor with earphones. Make sure calibrator
batteries are operating by switching calibrator
to "CHECK" and noting rise in pitch. (If no
change occurs during this procedure, then ask
for replacement batteries as soon as convenient.)

* After first reel of the day, time may not permit talk-
Ing all information onto tape. In this case, put reel
number, team position and date only. In an emergency,
even this information may be added later in the tape.
However, if this is done, please note the fact on the
tape reel box.

•* Except for first reel of the day, this orocedure may
be done once at any convenient t"ne during each reel
of tape.
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10. Switch calibrator to "MEASURE" position. SLM
should read 109 + 1 dB. Tape recorder meter
should read -10 aB as noted on recorder.

11. With calibrator still on, switch tape recorder
to "HI-FI RECORD" and record fcr 30 seconds.

12. Remove calibrator and switch attenuator to "REP"
for 10-15 seconds; talk the necessary information
on tape, using push-to-talk mike. Write this
information on the log sheet, including the SLM
reading to the nearest 0.1 dB.

13. Turn off recorder.

14. Check SLM by talking into it with attenuator 'n

15. Set attenuator on value such that flyovers will
not overload instruments for your position. This
means sound should not exceed "0" on SLM. (Esti-
mates of expected overall sound pressure levels
will be provided.)

16. Put wind screen in place and put tripod with SLM
I-n measuring position-,leaving sound level meter
on throughout the day.

17. Wait for signal from radio or some clue, either
visual or aural that an aircraft is approaching,

Measurement

18. At signal from radio or other clue, turi on tape
recorder. For far out positions, experience may
dictate a more optimum time for t":,ring on tape
recorder,
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19. If yox have a camera, photograph the aircraft when
it passes overhead or is passing veipendicular to
your line of sight, then immediately note time to
nearest second. If you do not have a camera, note
time to nearest second, ete.

20. If possible, note S14 reading during peak. If it
is greater than 0 aB, then change to next higher
attenuator setting for subsequent measurements.

21. Try to note any descriptive details about thtý
aircraft on the log sheets.

22. After noise of aircraft is equal to background,
then use push-to-talk mike tc put required infor-
mation* on tape,

23. Turn off tape recorder and await signal from radio.

24. Return to Item 18.

Following each day's data acquisition, common event numbers
were assigned to each flight. This procedure provided the
correlation among the data for the different stations nec-
essary for data reduction. The third trip, for the most
parts did not require this correlation of events since the
comunication system was adequate enough to accomplish this
in the field.

To provide checks on the radar data and to obtain slant
height informtion for those flights not tracked by the
radar, cameras were Issued to personnel at certain measur-
ing stations. Accompanying instructions stated that
photographs were to be taken only when the observer's line

* Required information consists of all data to the left of
the triple line on the log sheet, If time does not
permit this, then try to record at least information
to the left of the double line.
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of sight was perpendicular to the flight path of the
aircraft. The distance to the aircraft was determined
from the image size on the negative, lens focal length,
and aircraft length accr 'ding to the formula:

slant height = (aircraft length) (focal length)(image size )

For ease in measuring image size, a film strip projector
was employed to enlarge the image on the film by a known
magnifichtion.

D. Communication and Coordination

Good communications between statione in the field was
essential to the efficient conduct of the meLasurement
surveys. The FAA was to provide adequate radio communi-
cation between each measuring stacicn or at least to
provide a transmitter at one and reelvers at the other
five. A receiver to monitor tower radio was also to be
included. These were necessary both for identifying a
given flight at all six measuring positions, and for
advising all stations of those flights to be measured.
An additional advantage of the two-way communication
system would be to provide emergency communication in
case of malfunctioning equipment* Radio transmitters
and receivers were provided, However, during the first
series of tests, it was ,ilearly demonstrated that
insufficient signal strength was available from the
transmitters. Only the tower radio monitor was adequate.
Since no other radio communicationL could be obtained
from FAA, it was decided to install a temporary commercial
telephone tieline to connect each measurement location.

It was also desirable to have a telephone line connected
to the radar van. This was impossible since a cable could
not be placed across any of the taxiways surrounding the
radar. Although originally it was planned to locate the
master or coordinating station at Position A, the master
station was finally located on the airport as shown in
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Pig. B-1 in the interest of providing communication to
the radab Communications were then provided to the
measuring stations by the tieline and to the radar van
by short range two-way radio.

The time available between the first trip and second trip
did not permit the telephone company to complete the
phone system in its entirety. Enough of the system was
completed, however, to provide communication between some
of the field measuring stations. Due to Position D's
inaccessible location with respect to a telephone pole,
radio communication was employed between Position C and
Position D. Between the second and third field trips,
Positions E and F were replaced by Positions J and K;
this meant that new phone lines had to be installed. One
of these locations did not have telephone communication
for the first portion of the measurements on the third
trip. However, communication was provided to this loca-
tion as well as Position D by Portable Citizens Band Radio.
By the middle of this trip, with all the communications
working, the measurement procedure became much more
efficient.

Considerable coordination was necessary throughout the
program to insure that:

1) the pilots were flying prescribed takeoff
procedures

2) the radar was tracking the participating aircraft

3) the measuring stations were recording the aircraft
flyovers.

Before any measurements could be made, the pilots had to
be bioefed on which procedure they would be flying; the
radar station had to be alerted to prepare for tracking
on Runway 13R; and the field personnel had to go to their
measuring stations and set up their equipment in prepara-
tion for the aircraft noise recording.

When the radar van and the master station were ready to
proceed, they would notify the tower. Then, weather condi-
tions permitting, and as soon as Runway 13R became active,
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the tower would notify each airline that the program
was commencing. At this time the sound measuring stations
were also notified by the tower through the master station I
located on the field. Confirmation was also relayed
either directly from the tower or from the master station
to the radar that flights would be commencing. However, r
there was usually a delay of at least one hour after the
airlines were notified because the pilots were briefed
at least one hour before their scheduled takeoff. This
timing created a problem if, when all else was ready, the F
runway being used was not 13R; when runway usage did
change to 13R there would be at least an hour's delay in
starting the program. The problem would be further compli- !
cated if, before the hour was up, the wind changed enough
to dictate the use of another runway. If this occurred,
another hour's delay would be incurr:d when the runway
use again reverted to 13R.

During the field s'irveys the only indication that either
the radar or the master station had that the pilot was
participating in the program was by monitoring tower radio.
?he pilot of a participating aircraft was to indicate his
participation when he contacted the tower. If he failed to
do this, we would not know until the pilot's logs were
returned, days or even weeks later, whether or not the
pilot was participating. One difficulty in this regard f
was that the pilot sometimes reported his participation
to clearance delivery, rather than to the tower, and
therefore we had no way of knowing that he was indeed par-
ticipating in the program.

During the early trips immediate knowledge of an aircraft's
participation was not really necessary since both the
radar and the sound measuring stations were recording
almost every flight taking off on 13R. This practice
resulted in acquiring mostly data on those aircraft which
were not participating in the program of flying any special
takeoff procedure, Therefore, it became desirable to be
more selective .. he flights which were to be recorded toobtain an adequate number of fl hts for each of the differ-

ent departure procedures employes.

B
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•. Data Reduction

Aside from some spot checking of the data in the tield,
the majority of the data was reduced in our laboratories.
The data reduction system consisted of an Ampex tape
recorder with playback equalized to be compatible with
the Kudelski tape recorders used in the field, a sound
level meter, an octave band filter set, a PNdB filter,
and a Bruel and Kjaer graphic level recorder. A block
diagram of the system is shown in Fig. B.4.

Since the flyover data were to be reported in maximum
perceived noise level in PNdB, it was expedient to
attempt to obtain values of PNdB directly. Hence, the
PNdB filter mentioned above was employed. Its frequency
response is equivalent to the inverse shape of the
40-Noy curve of perceived noise. It was calibrated by
calculating perceived noise levels from 20 octave band
spectra chosen from data taken at the four positions
along the flight path. This method has been used success-
fully in the past when large amounts of perceived noise
level data are reduced. The accuracy with which this
method predicts the perceived noise level is indicated
by the standard deviation of 1.3 PNdB for the differences
between calculated and "filtered" PNdB as shown in
Table B-I.This correlation is consistent with that obtained
during previous studies.

An example of the graphic level plot from which maximum
perceived noise level was determined is shown in Fig.
B-5. Notice that the writing speed has been adjusted to
eliminate the need for visual averaging.

F, Co~mments of Field Tripis

Trip No.- 1- 15-_18-juns 1964

Although we had hoped to obtain useful data on the first
trip, its main function became that of providing a good
"shakedown" for personnel and equipment. The first day
of the trip, 15 June, revealed that comnmunication by the
radios provided by the FAA was inadequate. Because of a
risunderstanding, the radar facility discontinued tracking
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FIGURE B-4. DATA REDUCTION SYSTEM
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TABLE B- I

COMPARISON OF MAIMMU PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS OBTAINED

WITH PNdB FILTER AND BY CALCULATION FROM OCTAVE LAND DATA

Perceived Noise Level

Date Position (PNdB) Difference

Filtered Calculated (PNdB)

7-29-64 A 114 115 -1
"C 106 107 -1

"A 110 10 0

"B 107 107 0
"C 104 105 -1

"A 105 106 -1

"B 103 103 0
"C 96 96 0

7-31-64 A 99 99 0
" B 95 92 +3

"A 117 118 -1
"B 118 115 +3

"D 105 205 0
"A 107 108 -1
"D 95 95 0
"A 114 114 0
"B 112 113 -1
"D 110 112 -2
"A 114 115 -1
"B 112 113 -1

Mean Difference - -0.2 PNdB
Standard Deviation - 1.3 PNdB
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after 2:00 p.m. We learned later that afternoon that the
pilots were not flying any of the specified procedures
for this exercise. As a result, we ceased field operations
at 5:30 p.m. The following two days, 16 and 17 June
weather precluded operations on 13R. The last day, 16
June, about ten flights were monitored. However, there
were no radar tracks and none of these flights included
participating aircraft. In summary then, the first trip
mainly indicated the need for the following improvements:

1) better communications between field measuring
stations

2) closer coordination with the radar operators and

3) increased effort on the parts of the airlines
and pilots to provide the specified procedures.

Trip No. 2 - 6-8 July 1964

The second trdwp was somewhat more fruitful than the first.
Measurements were obtained every day. The number of
flights monitored totaled 84 the first day, 55 the second
day, and •0 the last day. However, on the first day, only
5 of the 8 flights were reported as participating air-
craft. (The actual number of participating aircraft was
greater as later revealed by the pilots' logs.) Similarly,
on 7 July only 7 aircraft reported that they were partici-
pating aircraft and of these 7 only 2 reported they em-
ploaed Procedure No. 4, the main procedure of interest.
On 8 July 11 were reported as participating and only 2 of
these were reported as Procedure No. 4. The reason for
this increase in participating aircraft on 8 July, rela-
tive to the total number of aircraft monitored, was that
the tower was relaying information that the pilots had
given to clearance delivery.

The number of flights wh:..ci, were used for analysis, after
the pilots' logs were all available, was 41 participating
flights and 48 miscellaneous flights (no specified proce-
dure). On the basis of the preliaminary information
gathered in the field, and the pilots' logs that were
available at the time, we decided to concentrate on
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obtaining data only on Procedure No. 4 (for participating
aircraft) for the next trip. Further, we decided that
fewer recordings would be made of those aircraft not
participating in the program. It should be stressed that
weather played an important role in determining the amount
of aircraft which could be monitored. Even on 6 July
when 84 flights were recorded, measurements did not start
until 4:00 p.m. because of winds which precluded the use
of Runway 13R.

TripJNo. 3 - 27-3. July 1964

On 27 July 27 flights were monitox-ed, of which 5 were par-
ticipating aircraft. On 28 July only 8 flights were moni-
tored and none of these were participating aircraft. Rain
halted any further measurements on that day. On 29 July
21 flights were monitored, of which six were participating
aircraft, as determined from the pilots' logs. No measure-
ments were made on 30 July and, because the weather reports
for the next day indicated that Runway 13R would not be
used, many of the measurement team returned home. However,
Runway 13R was active the next day, and a portion of the
field crew was immediately recalled and sent Into the
field. Because of the short notice, and because of the
p-,obability that Runway 13R would not be used for the
entire day, only Position•s A, B, and D were monitored.
On 31 July 76 flights were monitored; of these 26 were
participating aircraft according to the pilots' logs.

In summary, for the third trip the total number of flights
used for analysis consisted of 39 with specified proce-
dures and 46 with no specified procedures. In reviewing
the pilots' logs and the radar information it appeared
that the pilots were not following Procedure No. 4 as
instructed even though they reported that they had.
Several pilots reported that the procedure was difficult
to follow, which may have had some bearing on whether or
not it was done precisely. Since more data on Procedure
No. 4 was deemed necessary, a fouith trip was planned.

Trig No, 4 - 17-21 A lust 1964

For the entire week t f this trip weather prevented any
recording of aircraft noise. At the end of the week it
was mutually agreed by FAA and BEN, that since insuffi-
cient funds were available for further field trips BBN
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would cease measurements in the field and proceed with

analysis of the data already obtained.

G. Recommendations for Future Studies

Probably the most important recommendation that could be
made would be that of insuring, prior to the actual measure-
ments, adequate communication between field stations.
Because of the possibility that the communication system
might break down it is also important that accurate time
recording be employed to allow data correlation, indepen-
dent of the communication system.

A better method should be found to determine, without wait-
ing for the pilots' logs, whether

a) the pilots planned to follow a specific takeoff
procedure -- this could be done immediately
following the pilots' briefing by calling the
master station and relaying merely the flight
numbers and the corresponding procedure numbers.

b) the pilots did, at least in their opinion, fly
the specified procedure -- availability of this
information by the end of each day would mean
that the following day's measurements could be
planned much more efficiently.

Alt!tnugh the measurement of slant distance using photographic
methods was adequate, it could be improved by adding some
measure of the aircraft's angle of elevation when the photo-
graph Is made. Further, it would have been useful to re-
duce more data in the field. This was difficult to accom-
plish during this program, since the communication condi-
tions that existed required that much of the time that might
have been spent on data reduction be spent on correlation
of data among measuring positions.
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APPENDIX C

PERTINENT DATA ON COMMERCIAL JET TRANSPORTS

Maximum Jro-is
Aircraft Engine Fan/Jet Weight in Lbs.

707-120 JT3C-6 Jet 258,000

707(-120B JT3D-1 Fan 258,CO0

707-220 JT4A-3 Jet 248,000

707-320 JT4A-9 Jet 316,000

707-320B JT3D-3 Fan 328,000

707-320C JT3D-3 Fan 328,000

707-420 Conway 508 Jet 316,000

'(20 JT3C-7 Jet 230,000

720B JT3D-1 Fan 235,000

727 JT8D-1 Fan 153,000

DC-8-o0 JT3C-6 Jet 273,000

DC-8-20 JT4A-3 Jet 276,000

DC-8-30 JT4A-11 Jet 315,000

DC-8-40 Conway 12 Jet 315,000

DC-8-50 JT3D-3 Fan 315,000

DC-8p JT3D-3 F--. 315,000

880-22 CJ805-3 Jdc 184,000

880-22M CJ805-3B "Ye t 193,000

990A CJ805-23B Fan 255, 0
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APPENDIX D

SUMMARY OF SLANT HEIGHT, ALTITUDE, AND NOISE DATA

The data that have been utilized in performing the analysis
discussed in this report are summarized in the tables on
the following five pages. All data for each departure
procedure have been grouped together and separated from all
data for "No Specified Procedure". Data in the latter
categorj represent a sampling of normal departures from
Kennedy International Airport. For Procedure 4 we have
listed data for all flights for which the pilots indicated
they were following Procedure 4. However, as discussed
in the body of the report, in most of these instances
Procedure 4 was not followed either throughout the entire
departure or in the vicinity of one or more of the field
measurement positions.

Within each data set the data are numbered consecutively
for purposes of identification. The "Date" column
indicates the day on which the field measurement was obtained.
All data were collected during July 1964, The gross weights
are those reported on the pilots' log for the participating
aircraft. No gross weight data are available for the
"No Specified Procedure" data since these departures were
selected randomly in the field and no pilots' logs were
obtained.

The remaining sixteen columns in the tables represent the
noise, slant height, and altitude data for field measurement
stations A, B, C, and D.

Measured PNdB - These are the actual maximum perceived
noise 'evejls recorded at Stations A, B, C, and D for
each departure whether the aircraft passed overhead
or off to one side.

Slant Height - These values represent the distance to
Mhe aircraT- at the point of closest approach to the
field recording station. For aircraft that passed
directly overhead the value would be equivalent to the
altitude. These data were obtained either from an
analysis of the radar data or from an analysis of
photographs taken at the measurement atations.
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Altitude - These values represent the actual altitude
or ne aircraft at the point of closest approach .o
the measurement position. These data were obtained
primarily from an analysis of the radar information,
but also include data from photographic observations
where the aircraft passed directly overhead.

Normalized PNdB - These values represent the perceived
noise ±evels tnat correspond to the altitudes listed in
the previous columns. These PNdB values have been
estimated by adjusting the measured PNdB for the
difference in PNdB that corresponds to the difference
between the slant height and the altitude. These PNdB
differences have been estimated from the PNdB-vs-
distance curve shown in Fig. 6.

As an example of the calculation, refer to Item No. 2
under Procedure 1. The measured perceived noise level
at Position A is 110 PNdB which corresponds to an
observed slant height of 1836 ft. Analysis of the
positional data indicates that the aircraft passed off
to one side of Position A. At its point of closest
approach, its altitude was 1333 ft. From Fig. 6
we see that the difference in PNdB between 1333 ft and
1836 ft is approximately 4 PNdB. This value has been
added to the observed value of 110 PNdB to obtain the
value of 114 PNdB which corresponds to the maximum
perceived noise level that would have been observed
on the ground underneath the aircraft when it passed
overhead at an altitude of 1333 ft.
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APPENDIX E

COMPUTER GENERATION OF TAKEOFF PLOTS

The radar data utilized in thia study were obtained from
analysis with BBN's Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-l
computer. Our analysis was performed with programs we
prepared to operate on a reformatted version of the digital
tape produced by the FAA radar tracking facility at Kennedy
International Airport.

The digital tape generated by the FAA tracking radar
provides seven parameters (3 cartesian position coordinates,
3 corresponding velocities, and time) at increments of
1/10 of a second during a tracked takeoff. Our program
for producing the plots used In our analyses selects from
this large quantity of data position information at increments
of 1000 feet along the horizontal projection of the aircraft
flight path. The program then transforms the origin
of coordinates from the radar location to the start of
the takeoff runway. In addition, we compute the aircraft
velocity vectors from the observed time and position
information, rather than using the velocities recorded
by the radar system. (This has the advantage of smoothing
somewhat the velocity profiles.)

Frequently the radar does not acquire the target aircraft
until the aircraft has moved some distance down the runway
and actually taken off. In these oases the computer
programs insert "artificial" flight path information back
to the start of the takeoff runway. This is done ti simplify
our computations, but it is obvious that the "artificial
path information is not meaningful.

The output of the aoMuter analysis is presented graphically
on a Calcomp Model 560 digital plotter. Calibrated trans-
parent overlays are available for detailed study of the
data. For each takeoff, five different plots were obtained:

Hlozrionta1 nrolectio 0• lie airgraft f ljht Math in
X anWd Y goordtnates. The X coordinate Is along the
ax s of the takeoff runway, and the Y coordinate is
normal to X on the letthand side of the aircraft.
The scales are in feet.
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Altitude of the aircraft in feet as a function of
distance along the flight path in feet. (The abscissa
here, and on the remaining three plots, is the distance
along the horizontal proiection of the flight path.
This is evual to the X distance on the first plot
only for straight-out" takeoffs.)

Aircraft speed in feet per second versus the distance
•.4long theorizontal projection of the flight path.
This funct±on, like rate of climb versus horizontal
distance is computed from the distance and time infor-
mation at 1000-ft intervals. Being derivatives of
quantized functions, these two calculations show short-
term variations which may not be meaningful. The short-
term variations could have been eliminated by conventional
digital low-pass filtering of the functions, but this
did not seem Justified for our limited applications
of the data.

Time in seconds as a function of dintance along the
horizontal projection of the aircraft flight path.
The actual time that the radar acquired the target
aircraft is indicated just to the left of the origin
in hours, minutes, and seconds.

Of these data, the altitude-horizontal distance plots were
most useful for interpretation of the noise data. Samples
of these data are shown in Figs. 12-17. In addition,
the ho"izontal track data were used to screen departures
to determine those which were essentially straight-out
flights along the projection of the runway center line.
Time-versus-distance plots were also used in evaluating
the rate-of-climb for a number of the flights. The availa-
bility of the radar data in the compact form described
above was extremely valuable in determining the correlation
of aircraft performance with associated noise levels,
providing additional insight to the analysis not available
to us in prior studies.
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APPENDIX F

COMBINED EFFECT OF NOISE LEVEL AND

DURATION ON NOISE EXPOSURE FROM

Jk.0 AT" )RAFT DEPARTURES

Laboratory research indicates that noises of different time
duration may produce different subjective reactions for the
same maximum perceived noise level in PNdB. It is of interest
to compare the maximum PNdB and durations of noise levels
produced by different departure procedures. The data acquired
in th 4.s study have been used to compute the maximum noise
leveli in PNdB and the time duration in seconds for which
the noise exceeds a level 10 dB below the maximum PNdB
produced on the ground for various takeof'f procedures. The
results of the calculations are tabulated in Table F-I for
turbojet aircraft flying the three different altitude pro-
files shown in Pig. F-l. The middle curve, (2), is con-
sistes-.t wi. the mean profile for non-specified departures;
while the upper (1) and lower (3) curves correspond to
11;65 times the standard deviation about the mean altitude
for these procedures (the 90% range for a normal distribution).
Noise levels, and durations listed in Table F-1 are comnuted
for stations A, B, C, and D of the current study. The loca-
tions for these stations are indicated on the figure.

The maximum noise levels in PNdB have been calculated for
turbojet aircraft using three departure procedures:

I Maximum takeoff power, Profile 1, 160 knots mean
IAS.

II) Power cutback similar to Procedure 4, Profile 2,
160 knots mean IAS.

III) Maximum takeoff power, Profile 3 , 200 knots mean
IAS.

The effective perceived noise level is computed from the
expression Y/:
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At
FNdBeffective - P.NdB + 15 lOg0o At

where: PNdB is the maximum noise level during
the flyover

At is the duration in seconds that
the noise exceeds a level 10 dB below
the maximum PNdB.

tref is a reference time; taken arbitrarily
as 20 seconds for this example.

Similar comparisons can be approximated for turbofan aircraft
by reducing the noise levels for Procedures I and III by 5
PNdB while maintaining those for Procedure II as listed in
Table F-I. To a first approximation, the durations for
turbofan takeoff noise levels are considered to be the samne
as for turbojet. More refined computations will require
further analysis of the time durations of noise data from
both turbojet and turbofan aircraft.

It is apparent from these calculations that shorter duration
flyovers can ameliorate somewhat the higher noise level con-
ditions by as much as 7 PNdB. However, the effect of power
cutbacks in lowering the maximum noise levels far outweighs
the compensating effect of corrections for duration in
determining an effective perceived noise level.
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